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ABSTRACT
We present a photometric and dynamical study of comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini), which was seen
active in prediscovery data as early as 2005 November at a new inbound record heliocentric distance
rH = 25.8 au. Two outburst events around 2009 and 2017 were observed. The coma and tail of the
comet consist of dust grains of ∼10 µmin radius, ejected protractedly at speeds .50 m s−1 near the
subsolar point, and are subjected to the Lorentz force, solar gravitation and radiation pressure force
altogether. The prolonged activity indicates that sublimation of supervolatiles (e.g., CO, CO2) is at
play, causing a net mass-loss rate &1 kg s−1. To sustain the mass loss, the nucleus radius has to be &0.1
km. The color of the cometary dust, similar to other long-period comets, is redder than the solar colors,
but we also observed potential color variations when the comet was at 10 < rH < 15 au, concurrent
with the onset of crystallisation of amorphous water ice, if at all. Using publicly available and our
refined astrometric measurements, we estimated the precise trajectory of the comet and propagated
it backward to its previous perihelion. We found that the comet has visited the planetary region
1.96 ± 0.04 Myr ago, with barycentric perihelion distance q = 8.364 ± 0.004 au. Thus, C/2010 U3
(Boattini) is almost certainly a dynamically old comet from the Oort cloud, and the observed activity
cannot be caused by retained heat from the previous apparition.
Keywords: comets: general — comets: individual (C/2010 U3) — methods: data analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past, very few comets were detected and ob-
served to be active at large heliocentric distances; the
majority of them show activity within heliocentric dis-
tance rH ≈ 5 au, which is consistent with activity driven
by sublimation of water ice. In recent years, an increas-
ing number of all-sky surveys equipped with advancing
wide-field cameras, high-speed computers, and mature
Corresponding author: Man-To Hui
pachacoti@ucla.edu
automatic detection pipelines have led to a rapid growth
in discoveries of distant comets, whose activity at great
distances cannot be explained by sublimation of water
ice because of the low temperatures, but requires differ-
ent mechanisms such as crystallisation and annealing of
amorphous water ice (Prialnik & Bar-Nun 1992; Meech
et al. 2009), and sublimation of supervolatiles (A’Hearn
et al. 2012). Noteworthily, long-period comet C/2017
K2 (PANSTARRS; hereafter “K2”) was discovered at
inbound rH = 15.9 au, and later identified in archival
serendipitous data at a record distance rH = 23.7 au
(Jewitt et al. 2017; Meech et al. 2017; Hui et al. 2018).
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In this work, we present a photometric and dynam-
ical study of a similar long-period comet C/2010 U3
(Boattini; hereafter “U3”), which was identified by us
to be active at even greater heliocentric distances pre-
perihelion (24.6 ≤ rH ≤ 25.8 au) in serendipitous
archival data from the 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT). The comet was first discovered by
A. Boattini in images taken with the Mt. Lemmon 1.5
m reflector on 2010 October 31, with a tiny coma at
magnitude ∼19, at an inbound heliocentric distance of
rH = 18.4 au (Boattini et al. 2010). To date this remains
the most distant discovery of an active comet (Meech et
al. 2017). Similar to orbits of other long-period comets,
the orbit of U3 is highly eccentric and inclined, with a
perihelion passage in early 2019 at perihelion distance
q = 8.5 au. Thus, it is also one of the known comets
with the largest q.1
The scientific importance of U3 is that, first, it pro-
vides us with a precious opportunity to constrain and
understand the development of the cometary activity
starting from an unprecedentedly seen region, and sec-
ond, it forms a direct comparison to K2, which helps re-
veal commonality and diversity of ultra-distant comets.
We structure the paper as follows. Section 2 details the
observations we used. Results and discussions are held
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, while Section 5 presents
a summary.
2. OBSERVATIONS
We collected images of U3 taken in 2011-2012 from the
Keck I 10 m telescope, and conducted observations of it
with the WIYN2 0.9 m telescope in 2016-2018. By using
the Solar System Object Image Search service (Gwyn et
al. 2012) at the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre, we
obtained serendipitous prediscovery archival data from
the CFHT and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
telescope of the comet. The observing geometry and
conditions of U3 are summarized in Table 1.
2.1. Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
The 3.6 m f/4.1 CFHT is located atop Mauna Kea,
Hawai‘i. The prediscovery g’-, r’-, i’- and z’-band im-
ages containing the comet were taken from 2005 Novem-
ber 05, and 2006 August 18 and 29-30 by the MegaCam
prime focus imager. The exposure duration varies for
different sets of filters (see Table 1). Each image consists
1 According to the JPL Small-Body Database Search Engine,
there are only 15 known comets with even larger q than that of
U3 (retrieved on 2019 January 15).
2 The WIYN Observatory is a joint facility of the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, Indiana University, the National Optical
Astronomy Observatory and the University of Missouri.
of 36 subfields having a common field-of-view (FOV) of
6.′4 × 12.′8 and an angular resolution of 0.′′187 pixel−1.
Although the telescope was tracked at the sidereal rate,
thanks to the slow apparent motion of the comet (.5.′′4
hr−1), images of the comet remain untrailed during ex-
posures in all of the CFHT data only at subpixel levels.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the field
stars in the images varied between ∼0.′′6 and 1.′′1.
2.2. Keck I Telescope
Optical images of U3 were obtained through the Keck
I 10 m telescope on the Mauna Kea, Hawai‘i with the
Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS) camera
(Oke et al. 1995) from 2011 January 30, 2012 Octo-
ber 13 and 14. The LRIS camera has independent blue
and red channels separated by a dichroic beam split-
ter. The “460” dichroic, which has 50% transmission at
wavelength 4875 A˚, was exploited. On the blue side, a
broadband B filter with effective wavelength λeff = 4370
A˚ and FWHM ∆λ = 878 A˚ was used. On the red side,
V-band (λeff = 5473 A˚, FWHM ∆λ = 948 A˚) and R-
band (λeff = 6417 A˚, FWHM ∆λ = 1185 A˚) filters were
used for all the three nights. For the 2011 observation,
images of the comet through an I-band filter (λeff = 7599
A˚, FWHM ∆λ = 1225 A˚) were also taken. All of the ob-
servations exploited an atmospheric dispersion compen-
sator to correct for differential refraction, and the tele-
scope was tracked on the apparent motion of the comet
nonsidereally with autoguiding on fixed stars. Exposure
durations for B-band images were longer than for other
images from the same nights (see Table 1). The images,
calibrated with bias subtraction and flat fielding using
images of a diffusely illuminated patch on the inside of
the Keck dome, have a pixel scale of 0.′′135 pixel−1, and
a useful FOV of ∼7.′5 × 6.′0. The FWHM values of the
field stars varied between ∼0.′′6-1.′′4 FWHM in the im-
ages.
2.3. Sloan Digital Sky Survey Telescope
Three prediscovery g’-, r’- and i’-band images taken
by the SDSS 2.5 m f/5 Ritchey-Chre´tien telescope
at Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico, on 2009
September 16, in which comet U3 was visible, were
found. We could not find the comet in the u’- and
z’-band images due to its faintness. The CCD FOV is
13.′5 × 9.′0, while the pixel scale is 0.′′396 pixel−1. A
common exposure (texp = 54 s) was exploited for the all
of the images, during which the comet was not trailed
because of its slow apparent motion. In fact, hardly
can we discern the displacement of the comet across
the images. However, the identification is utterly un-
ambiguous by checking deeper images which show no
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Table 1. Observing Geometry of Comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini)
Date (UT) Telescopea Filter texp (s)
b rH (au)
c ∆ (au)d α (◦)e ε (◦)f θ− (◦)g θ−v (◦)h ψ (◦)i
2005 Nov 05 CFHT i’ 615 25.751 24.835 0.9 157.1 16.1 196.3 0.0
r’ 576
2006 Aug 18 CFHT 24.620 24.241 2.2 110.9 257.2 198.7 1.9
z’ 560
2006 Aug 29† CFHT z’ 560 24.577 24.041 2.0 121.0 261.1 198.5 1.8
2006 Aug 30 CFHT g’ 420 24.572 24.022 2.0 122.1 261.5 198.5 1.8
2009 Sep 16 SDSS g’, r’, i’ 54 20.062 19.350 2.1 134.0 261.0 198.7 1.9
B 180
2011 Jan 30 Keck 17.981 18.006 3.1 87.0 71.4 193.2 -2.6
V, R, I 160
B 340
2012 Oct 13 Keck 15.380 14.483 1.7 153.3 246.6 199.0 1.3
V, R 300
B 340
2012 Oct 14 Keck 15.375 14.470 1.6 154.4 246.2 198.9 1.2
V, R 300
B 300
2016 Dec 09 WIYN 9.681 8.911 3.8 139.5 159.2 209.1 -2.9
V, R, I 240
2017 Mar 25 WIYN B, V, R 240 9.399 9.665 5.8 71.7 59.5 206.5 -3.0
2017 Nov 14 WIYN V, R 240 8.886 8.397 5.7 116.8 241.9 250.5 -0.9
2017 Nov 17 WIYN B, V, R, I 240 8.881 8.373 5.6 118.1 238.7 250.2 -1.2
2018 Dec 09 WIYN B, V, R, I 240 8.458 8.108 6.4 107.6 288.3 318.6 -3.2
2018 Dec 12 WIYN B, V, R 240 8.457 8.087 6.3 108.9 285.8 319.1 -3.5
2018 Dec 13 WIYN B, V, R, I 240 8.457 8.081 6.3 109.3 284.9 319.3 -3.6
aCFHT = 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, Keck = Keck I 10 m telescope, SDSS = Sloan Digital Sky Survey 2.5
m telescope, WIYN = WIYN 0.9 m telescope.
b Individual exposure time.
cHeliocentric distance.
dTopocentric distance.
ePhase angle (Sun-comet-observer).
fSolar elongation (Sun-observer-comet).
gPosition angle of projected antisolar direction.
hPosition angle of projected negative heliocentric velocity of the comet.
i Observer to comet’s orbital plane angle with vertex at the comet. Negative values indicate observer below the orbital
plane of the comet.
†Only a single image was taken when the comet happened to be apparently overlapped with a background source. So it
is obsolete for analysis.
background sources of similar brightness whatsoever at
the position. The average FWHM of the field stars
varies little, from ∼1.′′0 in the i’-band image to 1.′′1 in
the g’-band one, whereas the comet obviously appeared
nonstellar (Figure 1).
2.4. WIYN 0.9m Observatory
We obtained B-, V-, R-, and I-band images of U3 from
the Half Degree Imager (HDI) attached to the WIYN
0.9 m f/7.5 telescope at the Kitt Peak National Obser-
vatory, Arizona, from 2016 to 2018.3 The HDI has an
image dimension of 4096×4096 pixels, while the FOV is
3 Detailed information of the filters can be found at https://
www.noao.edu/0.9m/observe/s2kb.html.
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Table 2. Photometry of Comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini)
Date (UT) Telescopea Numberb λc mλ (rH,∆, α)
d mλ (1, 1, 0)
e Color Ce (10
4 km2)f
2005 Nov 05 CFHT 2 i’ 22.48± 0.06 8.41± 0.06 N/A 1.25± 0.10
2006 Aug 18† CFHT 3 r’ 22.37± 0.05 8.39± 0.05 N/A 1.22± 0.06
2006 Aug 30 CFHT 4 g’ 22.98± 0.09 9.04± 0.09 N/A 1.22± 0.06
2009 Sep 16 SDSS 1 g’ 21.59± 0.08 8.55± 0.08 g’ − r’ = +0.61± 0.11 1.88± 0.10
1 r’ 20.97± 0.08 7.94± 0.08 r’ − i’ = −0.04± 0.14
1 i’ 21.02± 0.11 7.98± 0.11 g’ − i’ = +0.57± 0.14
2011 Jan 30 Keck 6 B 21.72± 0.03 9.03± 0.03 B − V = +0.77± 0.04 1.76± 0.03
2 V 20.95± 0.02 8.26± 0.02 B − R = +1.21± 0.04
2 R 20.51± 0.01 7.82± 0.01 V − R = +0.44± 0.02
2 I 20.13± 0.02 7.44± 0.02 R − I = +0.39± 0.02
2012 Oct 13 Keck 4 B 21.01± 0.05 9.20± 0.05 B − V = +0.81± 0.07 1.56± 0.06
2 V 20.20± 0.04 8.39± 0.04 B − R = +1.30± 0.08
1 R 19.71± 0.06 7.89± 0.06 V − R = +0.49± 0.07
2012 Oct 14‡ Keck 2 B 21.07± 0.04 9.26± 0.04 B − V = +0.79± 0.06 1.45± 0.06
1 V 20.28± 0.05 8.47± 0.05 B − R = +1.34± 0.08
1 R 19.73± 0.06 7.92± 0.06 V − R = +0.55± 0.08
2016 Dec 09 WIYN 6 B 19.29± 0.09 9.45± 0.09 B − V = +1.03± 0.09 1.53± 0.02
5 V 18.26± 0.02 8.41± 0.02 B − R = +1.46± 0.10
5 R 17.83± 0.03 7.99± 0.03 V − R = +0.43± 0.04
5 I 17.28± 0.06 7.44± 0.06 R − I = +0.55± 0.07
2017 Mar 25 WIYN 4 B 19.32± 0.03 9.29± 0.03 B − V = +0.98± 0.03 1.69± 0.03
4 V 18.34± 0.02 8.30± 0.02 B − R = +1.43± 0.05
4 R 17.89± 0.04 7.86± 0.04 V − R = +0.45± 0.05
2017 Nov 14 WIYN 4 V 18.01± 0.04 8.40± 0.04 V − R = +0.48± 0.06 1.55± 0.06
4 R 17.53± 0.04 7.92± 0.04
2017 Nov 17 WIYN 4 B 18.90± 0.05 9.30± 0.05 B − V = +0.94± 0.05 1.60± 0.02
4 V 17.96± 0.01 8.36± 0.01 B − R = +1.46± 0.06
4 R 17.44± 0.04 7.84± 0.04 V − R = +0.52± 0.04
4 I 16.91± 0.04 7.31± 0.04 R − I = +0.53± 0.06
2018 Dec 09 WIYN 4 B 18.96± 0.04 9.51± 0.04 B − V = +0.83± 0.05 1.19± 0.03
4 V 18.13± 0.03 8.68± 0.03 B − R = +1.34± 0.05
4 R 17.62± 0.03 8.17± 0.03 V − R = +0.51± 0.04
4 I 17.18± 0.04 7.73± 0.04 R − I = +0.44± 0.05
2018 Dec 12 WIYN 6 B 19.03± 0.05 9.59± 0.05 B − V = +0.90± 0.06 1.18± 0.02
6 V 18.13± 0.02 8.69± 0.02 B − R = +1.39± 0.05
6 R 17.64± 0.01 8.20± 0.01 V − R = +0.49± 0.03
2018 Dec 13 WIYN 6 B 18.90± 0.09 9.46± 0.09 B − V = +0.83± 0.11 1.25± 0.06
6 V 18.07± 0.05 8.63± 0.05 B − R = +1.34± 0.09
6 R 17.55± 0.01 8.11± 0.01 V − R = +0.52± 0.05
6 I 17.12± 0.08 7.68± 0.08 R − I = +0.44± 0.08
aCFHT = 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, Keck = Keck I 10 m telescope, SDSS = Sloan Digital Sky Survey
2.5 m telescope, WIYN = WIYN 0.9 m telescope.
bNumber of used exposures.
cReduction bandpass.
dApparent magnitude and associated uncertainty in the corresponding reduction bandpass.
eAbsolute magnitude.
fEffective scattering cross-section in 104 km2, estimated from Equation (9) assuming geometric albedo pV = 0.04.
†Unfortunately, the comet entirely blended with a background galaxy in all the z’-band images from this date so no
photometry was performed.
‡The comet was close to an overexposed field star, whose halo was removed using azimuthal median subtraction centering
on the star before photometry was performed.
Note— All of the photometry data were measured using a circular aperture of % = 3.5×104 km radius. Weighted mean
values of apparent magnitude of the comet are reported for multiple-exposure observations, and the uncertainties are
their standard deviation from repeated measurements. In cases where there is only a single useful exposure from a
given night, the uncertainty is determined by the SNR of the comet, CCD gain and readout noise values.
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∼ 0.◦49×0.◦49, with an angular resolution 0.′′425 pixel−1.
Exposure durations of the images were all 240 s, ex-
cept the B-band images from 2016 December 09, for
which an exposure time of 300 s was used. The tele-
scope was tracked at a nonsidereal rate according to the
apparent motion of U3 during our observing runs, such
that while the comet remained unblurred, the field back-
ground sources were slightly trailed, by a few pixels at
most. Field stars in the images have typical FWHM
values varying between ∼1.′′3 and 1.′′9. We calibrated
the images with bias frames and corresponding flat-field
frames using a diffusely illuminated spot on the inside
of the observatory dome.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Photometry
We performed aperture photometry of U3 in the im-
ages from the aforementioned observatories in Section 2.
In order to eliminate potential biases from the aperture
effect, a spatially fixed aperture radius of % = 3.5× 104
km was used, which is large enough (always more than
twice the average FWHM values of field stars) to avoid
shape distortion by the point-spread function, fluctua-
tion from seeing and encompass the majority of the flux
of U3, while the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is not too
low. It also helps avoid field stars falling into the aper-
ture in most cases. The sky background was determined
from an adjacent annulus extending from twice the pho-
tometric aperture radius and the same length in width.
We handled the Keck images from 2012 October 14 spe-
cially, as the comet was in a halo of an overexposed star
only ∼7′′ away. Taking advantage of the halo being cir-
cularly symmetric around the star, we measured the flux
of the star in a series of concentric rings, and obtained
the azimuthally median brightness, which was subse-
quently subtracted from the images, leaving a nicely flat-
tened and clean background without any visible artefact
around the comet.
For photometry of stars we chose the photometric
aperture radius to be roughly twice the average FWHM
values of field stars, while the sky background was
measured in an adjacent annulus between ∼3× and
5×FWHM from the centroid. For the Keck observa-
tions, we calibrated the brightness of U3 using a num-
ber of Landolt standard stars (Landolt 1992) at similar
airmass. The magnitudes of the stars in the CFHT and
WIYN images were calibrated to the SDSS Data Release
12 (DR12; Alam et al. 2015) and the Pan-STARRS1
(PS1) Data Release 1 (DR1; Flewelling et al. 2016), re-
spectively. The reason for such a decision is that the
filter system at the CFHT is very close to the Sloan sys-
tem, and the WIYN images are not covered by the SDSS
DR12 but the PS1 DR1 catalogue only. For the latter,
we had to transform magnitudes from the PS1 photo-
metric system to the Johnson-Bessel one using the rela-
tionships derived by Tonry et al. (2012). We estimated
the errors in magnitudes of the comet from errors in im-
age zero-points, and the standard deviation of repeated
measurements. In cases where there was only one im-
age available from a single night, we calculated the flux
errors from Poisson statistics.
For the SDSS images, no photometry of field stars
or sky background measurement was conducted, as
they had been photometrically calibrated to a unit
of “nanomaggy” with removal of the sky background.
Conversion from the fluxes of U3 to the magnitudes was
achieved by following steps described in the SDSS doc-
ument (http://www.sdss3.org/dr8/algorithms/fluxcal.
php). The magnitude uncertainties were determined
from Poisson statistics in reconstructed images before
the removal of sky background with known values of the
CCD gain, readout noise and dark current.
Table 2 lists the measurements of the apparent mag-
nitudes of U3 in different bandpasses, denoted as
mλ (rH,∆, α), where ∆ is the distance between the
comet and the observer, and α is the phase angle. To
assess the intrinsic brightness, we corrected for the
varying observing geometry and obtained the absolute
magnitudes from
mλ (1, 1, 0) = mλ (rH,∆, α)− 5 log (rH∆)︸ ︷︷ ︸
mλ(1,1,α)
+2.5 log φ (α) ,
(1)
where φ (α) is the phase function, and mλ (1, 1, α) is the
reduced magnitude. Originally we intended to derive
φ (α) from our data, however, we noticed that the scatter
was clearly too large compared to the individual errors in
magnitude (Figure 2). This is likely due to the fact that
the comet exhibited activity variations which obscured
the backscattering enhancement. Rather than finding a
best-fit phase function from the measurements, we as-
sumed that φ (α) could be approximated by the com-
bined Halley-Marcus phase function by Marcus (2007)
and Schleicher & Bair (2011). Magnitudes from the
CFHT and SDSS were transformed from the Sloan sys-
tem to the Johnson-Cousins one using the observed color
of the comet (Table 2) and the relationships derived by
Jordi et al. (2006). Figure 3 shows both the apparent
and absolute V-band magnitudes of the comet as a func-
tion of time. Although the apparent magnitude bright-
ens almost linearly with time, the intrinsic brightness
does not. Intriguingly, Figure 3(b) suggests that the
comet underwent an outburst event around year 2009
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Figure 1. Composite images of comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini), with dates in UT and scale bars labelled in each panel. The
Keck and WIYN images are all in R band. Images from 2006 August 18 and 2009 September 16 are coaddition from data in
different bands. Equatorial north is up and east is left. We do not show the antisolar or the projected heliocentric velocity
directions to avoid cluttering the plots, but list them in Table 1. The comet was close to the edge of the images from the first
two nights.
at rH > 20 au. Early 2017 witnessed another outburst
of the comet, at ∼9 au from the Sun.
3.2. Orbit Determination
Our astrometric measurements of U3 from the pre-
discovery CFHT images in 2005-2006, and from the
archival Keck data from 2010-2012 showed unacceptably
large astrometric errors when combined with the MPC
astrometric dataset. The poor fit was an indication of
possible problems with the astrometry, possibly due to
tailward biases common for comets, or that nongravita-
tional forces were at work and significantly affected the
trajectory of U3, which would be uncommon because of
the large heliocentric distances.
In order to identify the cause of the large astromet-
ric residuals, we remeasured astrometry from the SDSS
and WIYN. We also extended the arc by observing U3
at WIYN in December 2018 together with the predis-
covery CFHT data. The size of centroiding aperture
we exploited for astrometry roughly depends on FWHM
values of the optocentre of the comet, varying between
1.5 and 3.5 pixels in radius. This reduced, high-quality
astrometric dataset was used as a calibration to identify
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Table 3. Selected Best-Fit Orbit Solutions of Comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini)
Quantity Gravity-Only CO-Sublimation Aj (j = 1, 2, 3)
Value 1σ Uncertainty Value 1σ Uncertainty
Perihelion distance (au) q 8.4511580 1.01× 10−5 8.4511248 2.98× 10−5
Eccentricity e 1.00327813 3.83× 10−6 1.00326930 7.17× 10−6
Inclination (◦) i 55.47519397 9.89× 10−6 55.4752052 1.69× 10−5
Longitude of ascending node (◦) Ω 43.0448271 1.04× 10−5 43.0448287 1.05× 10−5
Argument of perihelion (◦) ω 87.980000 1.28× 10−4 87.980347 2.96× 10−4
Time of perihelion (TDB)† tp 2019 Feb 23.98787 2.21× 10−3 2019 Feb 23.99304 4.10× 10−3
RTN nongravitational parameters (au d−2) A1 N/A N/A +1.49× 10−6 1.01× 10−6
A2 N/A N/A +9.18× 10−7 8.26× 10−7
A3 N/A N/A −6.02× 10−8 1.19× 10−7
†The corresponding uncertainties are in days.
Note— The epoch of the both best-fit orbits is JD 2456979.5 = TDB 2014 November 18.0, referenced to the J2000 heliocentric
ecliptic. We included 739 astrometric observations to obtain the solutions, with χ2 = 240.3, and normalized RMS 0.404 for the
gravity-only solution, and χ2 = 235.9 and normalized RMS 0.401 for the CO-sublimation Aj (j = 1, 2, 3) solution. See Section
3.2 for detailed information.
Figure 2. Reduced V-band magnitude mV (1, 1, α) ver-
sus phase angle α for comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini). Note
that the scatter of the data points is obviously larger than
the magnitude uncertainties, most likely indicating activity
variations of the comet, and a backscattering enhancement
smaller than the intrinsic variations of the brightness.
problematic observations in the rest of the dataset. As
a result of this analysis, we deleted 984 astrometric po-
sitions that appeared to have poor internal consistency
or to be clearly biased, which is a common problem for
comet astrometry. The remaining 739 observations pro-
vide complete coverage of the full observation arc from
2005 to 2018 and can satisfactorily be fit with χ2 = 240.3
by using a gravity-only model, which considers the grav-
ity of the Sun, perturbations from the eight major plan-
ets, Moon, Pluto, and the 16 most massive asteroids in
the main belt, and the post-Newtonian relativistic cor-
rections (Farnocchia et al. 2015).
We still investigated the possibility that nongravita-
tional perturbations were affecting the trajectory of U3.
Since temperatures at U3 are too low for water ice to
sublimate, rather than applying the canonical water-ice
sublimation model by Marsden et al. (1973), we adopted
the CO-driven outgassing model by Yabushita (1996).
The estimated A1 (radial), A2 (transverse), and A3 (nor-
mal) nongravitational parameters were compatible with
0 (SNR < 1.5 for all the components, see Table 3). By
adding radial and transverse accelerations, χ2 lowered
by 4.1 relative to the gravity-only fit, which corresponds
to a p-value of 15%. Further adding the normal com-
ponent lowered χ2 by 4.4 relative to the gravity-only
fit, which corresponds to a p-value of 25%. Moreover,
we tested predictions for our 2018 December astrome-
try based on shorter-arc solutions. The solutions that
included nongravitational perturbations did not provide
better predictions. Therefore, we concluded that the as-
trometric database contains no clear evidence that non-
gravitational forces are materially affecting the trajec-
tory of U3. Two of our best-fit orbit solutions of U3 are
presented in Table 3.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Morphology
We first compute the surface brightness profiles of U3
from three of the observation nights – 2011 January 30,
2017 November 17 and 2018 December 12, when the
neighbouring star fields were not crowded and seeing
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. Temporal evolution of V -band magnitude of comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini). Point symbols correspond to observatories
as indicated in the legend. Apparent magnitude data in panel (a) reduced to rH = ∆ = 1 au and α = 0
◦ using Equation (1)
yields panel (b).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. Examples of the radial brightness profiles of C/2010 U3 (Boattini) on 2011 January 30, 2017 November 17 and
2018 December 12, all normalized at the peak. In each panel, the azimuthal mean values of the counts are represented by the
red dashed line, with the best fit shown in green, and the fit region is bounded by two vertical blue dashed lines.
was superior (Figure 4). For each of the observations,
the radii in pixels are first rounded to integers, and
then counts in the same bins of radii are averaged with
weights determined by the count uncertainties. The
errors of the means are weighted standard deviations.
We then fit the radial profiles in radius range 4-12 pix-
els from the optocentre by a power law. What will be
characteristic is the logarithmic gradient Γ of the coma.
For a steady-state coma, Γ = −1, while Γ = −1.5 for
a steady-state coma under the solar radiation pressure
force (Jewitt & Meech 1987). Our obtained values of the
logarithmic gradient are consistently −1.5 < Γ < −1,
seemingly suggesting that the coma of U3 was in an in-
termediate state. However, the error bars are quite large
as well. Therefore we opt not to further interpret it.
Nevertheless, the coma of comet U3 is apparently
asymmetric, and a short tail has been seen since the
earliest CFHT images on 2005 November 05 (see Figure
1). This is distinguished from comet K2, whose coma
is circularly symmetric at similar heliocentric distances
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while the cometary activity in terms of effective scatter-
ing cross-section (see Section 4.3 for U3) is comparable
(Jewitt et al. 2017; Hui et al. 2018).
We analyse the tail first by applying the syndyne-
synchrone computation based on Finson & Probstein
(1968). The model assumes that the dust grains leave
the nucleus surface in zero initial velocity with respect
to the nucleus, and then are subjected to the solar radi-
ation pressure force and the local gravitational force due
to the Sun, whose ratio, denoted as β, is related to dust
grain properties by β = CQpr (ρda)−1. Here ρd and a are
the bulk density and the radius of the dust grains, re-
spectively, C = 5.95× 10−4 kg m−2 is a proportionality
constant, and Qpr is the adimensional scattering effi-
ciency assumed to be unity for the observed dust (e.g.,
Burns et al. 1979). Positions of the grains are uniquely
determined by the release time from the observed epoch
(∆τ) and β. A synchrone line is the loci of dust grains
released at the same time from the nucleus with varying
β, and a syndyne line is the loci of dust grains with same
β but released at various epochs.
Syndyne-synchrone grids for different epochs of the
observations were computed. Our general conclusion is
that the observed morphology cannot be explained by
the syndyne-synchrone computation whatsoever, as the
position angle of the tail cannot be formed by any com-
binations of the syndyne and synchrone lines (Figure 5).
Particularly, the CFHT observation from 2005 Novem-
ber 05 happened to be conducted at the exact epoch
when the Earth was crossing the orbital plane of the
comet (Table 1). As a result, all of the syndyne and syn-
chrone lines would collapse into a single line when viewed
from the Earth. However, the observation exhibits a
faint tail pointing broadly northwards, unambiguously
implying out-of-plane motion of the dust grains.
We consider two possibilities that can give rise to the
noted discrepancy: 1) the observed grains of U3 were
ejected from the nucleus surface with nontrivial initial
velocities in some preferential direction that has an out-
of-plane component, and 2) the Lorentz force may have
played an important role in diverting the trajectories of
the dust particles.
Let us first investigate whether the morphology can
be explained by nonzero initial velocities of the grains.
The specific energy of a dust grain can be written as
Ed =
1
2
v2d −
(1− β)GM
rH
= En +
1
2
v2ej + vej · vn +
βGM
rH
. (2)
Here, G = 6.67×10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 is the gravitational
constant, M ≈ 2 × 1030 kg is the mass of the Sun, E
is the specific energy with subscripts “d” and “n” repre-
senting for the dust and the cometary nucleus, respec-
tively, vn is the heliocentric velocity of the nucleus, and
vej is the ejection velocity of the dust. To invalidate the
synchrone-syndyne approximation, it is required that
the third term in Equation (2) is at least comparable
to the last term in the right-hand side, namely,
|vej| & βGM
rH |vn|
& β
√
GM
2rH
, (3)
in which we have applied the vis via equation to sub-
stitute |vn| with rH. Therefore, it will be unsurprising
to see the syndyne-synchrone approximation fail at great
heliocentric distances, as the ejection speed of the small-
sized dust grains that are well coupled with the gas drag
has a much weaker dependence upon rH.
We adopt our Monte Carlo dust ejection code based
on the ejection model by Ishiguro (2008), in which the
initial ejection velocities of dust grains and perturbation
from the eight major planets are considered in addition
to the solar gravitational force and the radiation pres-
sure force, to simulate the observed morphology of U3.
Similar analyses have been previously applied to other
long-period comets as well (e.g., Ye & Hui 2014). Af-
ter examining a series of parameters including the initial
ejection velocities and the sizes of the dust grains, we re-
alize that the observed morphology cannot be accounted
for any dust ejection near the subsolar point of the nu-
cleus, but nearly 90◦ away from it. If the activity of U3
is continuous, ejection with such an obvious deviation
from the subsolar point will be unphysical, because at
such great heliocentric distances, we expect that tem-
perature gradients across the nucleus will be milder, re-
sulting in only a small angle between the local maximum
temperature spot and the subsolar point, if at all.
We also reject the possibility that the morphology
could be formed by a single or multiple fragmentation
events. Assuming the fragmentation occurs exactly at
the earliest CFHT observation of U3 on 2005 Novem-
ber 05, given a typical separation speed of ∼0.1-1 m s−1
(Sekanina 1982), we should be able to effortlessly notice
the disconnection between the nucleus and the debris
cloud of &7′′ in width in the latest WIYN observation
of U3. However, we see no such evidence. We also at-
tempt to fit the astrometry with a nongravitational force
model following r−2H , but fail to obtain a significant ra-
dial nongravitational parameter (< 1σ), implying that
what we have been observing about U3 cannot be a de-
bris cloud either.
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Figure 5. Examples of syndyne-synchrone grids for C/2010 U3 (Boattini). Only the solar gravitation and radiation pressure
forces are considered. As indicated, syndynes are plotted as blue solid lines, and synchrones are red dashed lines. Also labelled
are the values of the syndynes (adimensional, unbolded) and synchrones (in days, bolded). Obviously the observed orientation
of the tail (Figure 1) is unmatched with that in these models.
Table 4. Adopted Parameter Values for Morphology Simulation
of Comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini)
Date (UT) amin (µm)
† ∆τmax (107 s)‡ |vej,0| (m s−1)∗
2005 Nov 05 10 2.5 2.0
2006 Aug 30 10 3.0 2.0
2009 Sep 16 10 2.5 2.0
2011 Jan 30 5 2.0 5.0
2012 Oct 13 5 2.0 5.0
2016 Dec 09 10 2.0 4.0
2017 Mar 25 20 3.0 3.0
2017 Nov 17 4 1.0 3.0
2018 Dec 12 5 1.5 5.0
†Minimum dust grain radius.
‡Maximum dust ejection time, measured from the observed
epoch, positive going backward.
∗Referenced to grains of 5 mm in radius ejected at rH = 1 au.
Note— We have adopted common amax = 1 mm and ∆τmin = 0
s for all of the epochs. See Figure 6 for the simulated morphol-
ogy of the comet. Following Ishiguro (2008), the ejection ter-
minal speed is assumed to be correlated with the dust size and
heliocentric distance as |vej| ∝ (arH)−1/2. We also restricted
the ejection of dust to be within ∼10◦ from the subsolar point,
forming a cone-shape jet. If the active source is wider, e.g., all
over the sunlit hemisphere, the tail will be much wider than
what the observations showed. Conversely, if the cone is too
narrow, e.g., ∼1◦, the tail will seem too narrow. Nevertheless,
our adopted parameters appear to reproduce the observed mor-
phology of the comet the best, and they are order-of-magnitude
comparable at different epochs.
Therefore, we start to explore whether the Lorentz
force can be at play. At similar heliocentric distance,
comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) exhibited a tail which
was probably diverted by the Lorentz force observably
(Kramer et al. 2014). In interplanetary space, a dust
grain is charged to a positive surface potential of U ≈
+5 V due to the loss of photoelectrons by solar UV (e.g.,
Kimura & Mann 1998). Assuming a spherical shape,
such a grain will carry a charge of Q = 4pi0U a, where
0 = 8.85×10−12 F m−1 is the permittivity of free space.
Hence, the charge-to-mass ratio of the grain is related
to β by
Q
md
=
30U ρd
C2Q2pr
β2. (4)
Similar to previous works (e.g., Pei et al. 2012; Juha´sz
& Hora´nyi 2013), we approximate the interplanetary
magnetic field strength B by Parker’s spiral (Parker
1958):
B = ±BR,0
(
r⊕
rH
)2
[1− 2H (Bcs −B)]

1
−ΩrH|vsw| cosB
0
 .
(5)
Here, the expression is referenced to the heliographic
RTN system, BR,0 = 3 nT is the radial component of
the magnetic field strength at the mean Sun-Earth dis-
tance r⊕ = 1 au, B and Bcs are the heliographic lat-
itudes of the dust and the current sheet (CS), respec-
tively, H is the Heaviside function, and Ω = 0.248
day−1 is the sidereal spin rate of the Sun. The polarity
reversal is approximated to occur and complete instanta-
neously whenever the solar maximum is reached halfway
in some solar cycle. When the radial magnetic fields
emanate from the southern hemisphere of the Sun, the
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Figure 6. Modelled morphology of comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini) with inclusion of the Lorentz force. Dates in UT and scale
bars are labelled in each panel. The yellow arrows mark the position angles of the antisolar directions, while the white ones
mark the position angles of negative heliocentric velocity. Equatorial north is up and east is left. See Table 4 for the adopted
parameters and Figure 1 for the observations.
minus sign in Equation (5) is taken. We compute time-
dependent Bcs from the potential field source surface
model (http://wso.stanford.edu/Tilts.html). For the so-
lar wind, we assume that its speed is |vsw| = 750 km s−1
for |B| & 20◦, and |vsw| = 400 km s−1 otherwise, which
is globally in line with measurements from the Ulysses
spacecraft (Phillips et al. 1995). With Equations (4) and
(5), the acceleration of the dust grain due to the Lorentz
force,
aL =
Q
md
(vd − vsw)×B, (6)
can be expressed, which is then transformed to the eclip-
tic coordinate system and added as an additional per-
turbation source in our Monte Carlo dust ejection code.
We find that the model with incorporation of the
Lorentz force and broadly similar sets of parameters (Ta-
ble 4) can successfully reproduce the morphology of U3
at all of the observed epochs (Figure 6). The fluctuation
in the minimum dust size amin probably hints at intrin-
sic variations in the activity of the comet, or variations
in the interplanetary magnetic field. We cannot confine
the maximum dust-grain size so simply assume amax = 1
mm. Another parameter we assume is the power-law in-
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dex of the differential dust-size distribution, γ = −3.5,
after checking that γ does not affect the morphology or
the surface brightness profile strongly (also see Figure
6 in Ishiguro 2008). Nevertheless, we deduce that the
observed dust grains have minimum radii of amin ∼ 10
µm, and were ejected from the nucleus protractedly at
speeds of |vej| . 50 m s−1 within a cone symmetric
about the Sun-comet axis at the subsolar point whose
half-opening angle is ∼10◦.
Hitherto, there has been only sparse evidence of
cometary dust under strong influence by the Lorentz
force due to the fact that we are strongly biased to-
wards comets that are much closer to the Sun (rH . 5
au), where the solar radiation pressure force is typically
dominant. To see this, we express the ratio between the
solar radiation pressure force and the Lorentz force of
the dust as
βL =
CQprGM
30U BR,0r2⊕Ω cosB
(
a
rH
)
. (7)
The Lorentz force begins to rival the radiation coun-
terpart if βL < 1 is satisfied. At low heliographic lat-
itudes, this can be easily satisfied by particles of, for
instance, a . 0.5 µm at rH = 10 au, and a . 1 µm at
rH = 20 au, both efficient in scattering sunlight in the
optical wavelengths. We foresee that more samples of
comet morphologies influenced by the Lorentz force for
ultra-distant comets will be identified in the near future,
thanks to our improving capacity in detecting distant
comets.
4.2. Color
We plot the color indices B − V and V − R of U3 as
functions of time and heliocentric distance in Figures 7
and 8, respectively. Noteworthily, the comet appeared
redder in the B − V interval at some point between
the 2012 Keck and 2016 WIYN observations, at 10 <
rH < 15 au from the Sun, but then gradually turned
bluer and restored the original color. In the V − R
interval, a possible opposite trend is seen. We therefore
suspect that the comet intrinsically brightened in the
V band momentarily. Intriguingly, the occurrence of
the color change appeared to coincide with the onset of
crystallisation of amorphous water ice on U3, if at all
(see Section 4.3). However, we cannot be sure whether
or not it was crystallisation of amorphous ice that caused
the observed color variation.
For completeness, we also compute the normalized re-
flectivity gradient S′ (λ1, λ2) defined by A’Hearn et al.
(1984) and Jewitt & Meech (1986) as
S′ (λ1, λ2) =
(
2
λ2 − λ1
)
10
0.4
[
∆m1,2−∆m()1,2
]
− 1
10
0.4
[
∆m1,2−∆m()1,2
]
+ 1
, (8)
(a)
(b)
Figure 7. The B − V color index of comet C/2010 U3
(Boattini) as functions of time (a) and heliocentric distance
(b). Observations in the Sloan system have been transformed
to the Johnson-Cousins system using conversion equations
derived by Jordi et al. (2006). Data points from different ob-
servatories are discriminated by the symbols labelled in the
legend. Note that the comet appeared the reddest in the B
− V wavelength interval when the earliest WIYN observa-
tions were made, but then gradually blued and restored the
original color.
where ∆m1,2 and ∆m
()
1,2 are respectively the color in-
dices of the comet and the Sun in the filter pair. Conve-
niently, if an object has essentially the same color as that
of the Sun, Equation (8) yields S′ (λ1, λ2) = 0. Colors
redder than that of the Sun correspond to S′ (λ1, λ2) >
0, otherwise S′ (λ1, λ2) < 0. The results are presented in
Table 5 and plotted in Figure 9, where we can see that
the color of U3 in the B − R wavelength interval likely
reddened during the observed period. Similar behav-
iors have been observed for another long-period comet
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Table 5. Normalized Reflectivity Gradients of Comet C/2010 U3 (Boattini)
Date Telescope S′ (B, V ) S′ (V,R) S′ (B,R)
(UT) (% per 103 A˚) (% per 103 A˚) (% per 103 A˚)
2006 Aug 24† CFHT 12.6± 11.2 11.6± 10.2 12.1± 7.6
2009 Sep 16 SDSS 10.0± 10.5 9.6± 10.4 9.8± 7.4
2011 Jan 30 Keck 10.2± 3.0 7.9± 2.1 9.1± 1.6
2012 Oct 13 Keck 13.1± 5.7 13.3± 6.9 13.1± 3.5
2012 Oct 14 Keck 11.4± 5.4 18.6± 7.7 14.6± 3.4
2016 Dec 09 WIYN 30.8± 7.4 6.5± 3.4 19.2± 4.0
2017 Mar 25 WIYN 27.1± 2.8 8.2± 4.5 18.0± 2.2
2017 Nov 14 WIYN N/A 11.3± 5.1 N/A
2017 Nov 17 WIYN 23.4± 4.3 15.0± 3.6 19.2± 2.7
2018 Dec 09 WIYN 14.4± 3.8 13.9± 3.4 14.1± 1.9
2018 Dec 12 WIYN 20.0± 4.7 12.5± 2.5 16.3± 2.3
2018 Dec 13 WIYN 14.4± 8.6 14.6± 4.9 14.4± 4.0
†We combined the CFHT observations from 2006 August 18 and 30 with as-
sumption that the absolute magnitude of the comet remains unaltered to de-
rive the g’ − r’ color index, which is then transformed to color indices in the
Johnson-Cousins system using conversion equations by Jordi et al. (2006).
Note— Uncertainties in S′ (λ1, λ2) are propagated from the magnitude errors.
C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring), which most likely suggests
the existence of grains mixed with volatile ice and re-
fractory material (Li et al. 2014).
We are aware that a possible bias in the measured
color may be caused by inconsistent star catalogues used
for photometric calibration (see Section 2). In order to
rule out this possibility, we applied completely the same
procedures to derive zero-points of several other WIYN
images covered by both the SDSS DR12 and the PS
DR1 in the Johnson-Cousins bands. Each image has
a number of comparison stars similar to those of the
WIYN images (at least a few tens). What we found
is that the differences in zero-points between the two
catalogue sources never exceed ∼1.5σ of the zero-point
errors (.0.05 mag). Therefore, we do not think that
the color variation of U3 can be explained by our choice
of different catalogue sources for photometry, but is au-
thentic.
Optically dominant dust grains at speeds of∼10 m s−1
need to spend ∼40 days crossing the photometric aper-
ture, which is obviously shorter than the gaps between
the observations of different runs. Thus, we observed
generally different dust grains during each run, which
indicates the chemical heterogeneity of the coma of U3,
or different activity mechanisms in different heliocentric
distance regimes, or perhaps both.
4.3. Activity Mechanism
We estimate the effective scattering cross-section of
U3, Ce, from the absolute V-band magnitude using
Ce =
pir2⊕
pV
100.4[m,V −mV (1,1,0)]. (9)
Here m,V = −26.74 is the apparent V-band magnitude
of the Sun, and pV is the V-band geometric albedo of the
comet, which is unknown. We thus assume a constant
pV = 0.04, typical for surfaces of cometary nuclei (Lamy
et al. 2004). The resulting values of Ce are summarized
in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 10.
The fluctuations in the effective scattering cross-
section of U3 (Figure 10) are most likely an indication
of changes in the activity of the comet. When the inflow
of dust grains in the photometric aperture outnumbers
the outflow, a surge in the cross-section will be wit-
nessed. Otherwise it will be a decline. Provided an
optically thin coma, the net mass-loss rate is related to
the effective cross-section by
M˙ = 4
3
ρda¯C˙e. (10)
Here, a¯ =
√
aminamax is the mean grain radius. How-
ever, since we cannot constrain amax effectively, we pre-
fer a lower limit to the magnitude by substituting a¯ with
amin ∼ 10 µm. Inserting the values, we obtain M˙ & 0.5
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but for the V − R color index
as functions of time and heliocentric distance. It appears
that, opposite to what we see in the B − V wavelength in-
terval, the comet potentially experienced reddening in the V
− R interval since our first WIYN observation of the comet.
kg s−1 for U3 during the period of 2006-2009 when it
brightened, and M˙ . −0.7 kg s−1 since early 2017 as
the intrinsic brightness declined. Both estimates are
probably accurate to order of magnitude at best. These
crude lower limits are nevertheless noticeably smaller
than that of comet K2 (∼200 kg s−1; Hui et al. 2018) by
two orders of magnitude. The main difference is that,
although the two comets had comparable effective scat-
tering cross-sections, the dust grains ejected from K2
are larger by approximately two orders of magnitude.
The prolonged activity of comet U3 implies that sub-
limation of volatiles is the leading explanation. Tem-
peratures at U3 are too low at the observed heliocentric
Figure 9. The normalized reflectivity gradient of comet
C/2010 U3 (Boattini) in the B − R wavelength interval as
a function of heliocentric distance. Data points from differ-
ent observatories are distinguished by symbols. Associated
errors are propagated from errors in the photometry mea-
surements with Equation (8).
Figure 10. The effective scattering cross-section of comet
C/2010 U3 (Boattini) as a function of time. Data point sym-
bols correspond to observatories. Uncertainties are propa-
gated from errors in the photometry measurements. The
V-band geometric albedo is assumed to remain constant
throughout the observed interval, pV = 0.04, a typical value
for cometary dust (Lamy et al. 2004).
distances such that only substances more volatile than
water ice, e.g., CO and CO2, would be able to subli-
mate. As the insolation power from the Sun is received
at the nucleus, it will then be turned into powers for
reradiation in the infrared and sublimation of volatiles.
This can be expressed by the following equation:
(1−AB)S
(
r⊕
rH
)2
cos ζ = σT 4 + L (T ) fs (T ) , (11)
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where AB is the Bond albedo, S = 1361 W m−2 is the
solar constant, cos ζ is the effective projection coefficient
for the surface (1/4 ≤ cos ζ ≤ 1, the lower and upper
limits correspond to the isothermal and subsolar cases,
respectively),  is the emissivity, σ = 5.67×10−8 W m−2
K−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T is the surface
temperature, L is the latent heat of the sublimating sub-
stance, and fs is its mass flux. The heat conduction to-
wards the nucleus interior from the surface is ignored,
in that the thermal conductivity of cometary nuclei is
believed to be tiny (e.g., Huebner et al. 2006). To solve
Equation (11), we assign AB = 0.01 and  = 0.9, which
are typical values for cometary nuclei (e.g., Buratti et al.
2004), since we have no pertinent knowledge. We adopt
empirical thermodynamic parameters of CO and CO2 as
representatives of supervolatiles respectively from Hueb-
ner et al. (2006) and Cowan & A’Hearn (1979).
Equation (11) is solved numerically. We obtain that,
for sublimation of CO, the mass flux rises from 1.3 ×
10−6 . fs . 5.6×10−6 kg s−1 m−2 in late 2005, to 1.3×
10−5 . fs . 5.5× 10−5 kg s−1 m−2 in late 2018, where
the lower and upper ends correspond to the isothermal
and subsolar scenarios, respectively. In comparison, for
CO2, it increases from 4.9× 10−15 . fs . 2.5× 10−8 kg
s−1 m−2 to 2.3 × 10−6 . fs . 2.5 × 10−5 kg s−1 m−2.
To sustain the observed net mass-loss rate of the comet,
a minimum active surface area is needed:
As =
∣∣∣M˙∣∣∣
Xfs , (12)
in which X is the dust-to-gas mass ratio. The ma-
jority of comets have X < 2 (Singh et al. 1992; San-
zovo et al. 1996), however, there apparently exist ex-
ceptions such as C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and C/2011
L4 (PANSTARRS), whose dust-to-gas mass ratios are
as high as X & 4 (Jewitt & Matthews 1999; Yang
et al. 2014). Assuming a typical value of X = 1 for
U3, we find that its minimum active surface area is
0.1 . As . 0.2 km2 for CO as the main sublimating
substance, and 1 . As . 7 × 105 km2 for the CO2
case. These respectively correspond to equal-area circle
of radii 0.1 . Rn . 0.3 km and 0.6 . Rn . 500 km.
We can therefore see that while sublimation of CO (or
substances of similar volatility, e.g., N2, O2) can easily
suffice the net mass-loss rate of U3, sublimation of CO2
will be needed to take place near the subsolar point of
the nucleus, which seems viable in that the activity of
U3 is likely concentrated near the subsolar point (see
Section 4.1). If U3 is more dusty than we assumed, the
required minimum active surface area can be even less.
Besides sublimation of supervolatiles, phase transi-
tion of the amorphous-crystalline water ice has been
suggested to be a plausible mechanism for distant ac-
tivity of a number of comets, as well as active Cen-
taurs, at heliocentric distance rH ≈ 10 au (e.g., Pri-
alnik & Bar-Nun 1992; Jewitt 2009). Cometary nuclei
are thought to be conglomerated from ices that were
formed at 25 K (Notesco et al. 2003; Notesco & Bar-Nun
2005). At such low temperatures, water ice condenses
in an amorphous form because of lacking the energy to
reorder into the crystalline lattice. Beyond rH & 10
au, amorphous water ice can survive at the surface of
cometary nuclei (Guilbert-Lepoutre 2012). Upon heat-
ing, the phase transition from the amorphous to crys-
talline structure will occur, and process is exothermic
and irreversible, during which formerly trapped gases in
pores will be released (Laufer et al. 1987; Bar-Nun et al.
1988). The crystallisation timescale is strongly depen-
dent upon temperature:
τc = τc,0 exp
(
− EA
kBT
)
, (13)
where τc,0 = 3.02× 10−21 yr is a scaling coefficient, EA
is the activation energy, and kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, with −EA/kB = 5370 K (Schmitt et al. 1989).
We equate the crystallisation timescale to the orbital
period of U3 (∼2 Myr) to determine the critical tem-
perature Tc at which the onset of the phase transition
occurs. This simplistic way only renders a highly conser-
vative but nevertheless reasonable estimate, because we
can be certain that no amorphous water ice will have
survived if τc . 2 Myr. Solving Equation (13), we
find Tc ≈ 87 K, which can be reached at rH ≈ 21 au
for inactive patches near the subsolar point of the nu-
cleus, or rH ≈ 11 au for the nucleus in the isothermal
state. We can therefore conclude that by the time we
started the first observation campaign at WIYN in late
2016, the onset of crystallisation of amorphous water ice
may have already commenced, whereby trapped super-
volatiles therein would be released. This coincided with
the potential color variation of the comet, but as we
mentioned, we do not know if they are related to each
other.
Another proposed mass-loss mechanism for distant
comets that is also related to the amorphous water ice
is the annealing process, which can occur at tempera-
ture as low as ∼30 K (Bar-Nun et al. 1987; Meech et al.
2009). However, we do not favor it for U3 because the
mass flux of the gases (see Ninio Greenberg et al. 2017,
Figures 2 & 3) is smaller than that due to sublimation
of supervolatiles such as CO (or CO2, in the subsolar
case) by at least two orders of magnitude.
4.4. Past Dynamical Evolution
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Figure 11. Distributions of the barycentric orbital elements of the 5001 clones of C/2010 U3 (Boattini) in the a−1-e and q-e
space at the previous perihelion (mean value 〈tp〉 = −1.96 ± 0.04 Myr from J2000). The nominal orbit and the mean orbit of
the clones are marked as orange and green asterisks, respectively. Only a fraction of 2.6% of the clones have barycentric e ≥ 1.
The ultra-distant activity of U3 draws our attention
to its dynamical properties. To examine if the comet
is visiting the planetary region for the very first time,
i.e., dynamically new, we perform N-body integration
analysis. Although the nongravitational effect of the
comet is not detected as expected, to encompass un-
certainties thereof, we instead use the CO-sublimation
Aj (j = 1, 2, 3) orbit solution (Table 3). Although this
choice might allow larger nongravitational forces than
the ones actually acting on U3, the advantage is that
the uncertainty region in the propagated orbital element
space in the gravity-only model will be fully engirdled
by the one in the nongravitational model.4 We gener-
ate 5000 clones with initial conditions determined by
the nominal orbit and the associated covariance ma-
trix of the orbital elements from the CO-sublimation Aj
(j = 1, 2, 3) model. Together with the nominal orbit,
4 In fact, we have ran the same calculations with the gravity-
only solution. Unsurprisingly, the results were found to be sub-
stantially the same, because the nongravitational forces, if any,
are weak at great heliocentric distances.
the clones are then backward integrated in our modified
version of the MERCURY6 package (Chambers 1999)
with the gravity of the Sun, perturbations from the
eight major planets and galactic tides (Fouchard et al.
2005), and the relativistic corrections taken into consid-
eration. Note that effects due to potential close encoun-
ters with nearby passing stars are excluded in our analy-
sis, this is because the majority of the nearby stars in the
neighbourhood of the solar system are low-mass dwarfs
(Garc´ıa-Sa´nchez et al. 2001), resulting in their perturba-
tions to objects in the Oort cloud orders-of-magnitude
smaller than that of the galactic tides.
We obtain that, at epoch of -1 kyr from J2000, when
the comet was at heliocentric distance rH ≈ 560 au,
the mean value of the barycentric reciprocal semimajor
axis is
〈
a−1
〉
= (6.37± 0.08)× 10−5 au−1. None of the
clones have barycentric eccentricity e ≥ 1 (to be more
exact, e < 0.9995). Thus, we can confidently conclude
that U3 is a comet from the Oort cloud. The backward
integration is then continued until the previous perihe-
lion is reached for all of the clones. The result of the
statistics at the previous perihelion return is summa-
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rized and plotted in Figure 11. All of the clones have
their previous perihelion passages in an epoch range of
−2.1 < tp < −1.8 Myr from J2000, at barycentric per-
ihelion distance 〈q〉 = 8.364 ± 0.004 au. In fact, 105
of the clones, including the nominal orbit, are found to
have close approaches to Uranus within∼1 au after pass-
ing the previous perihelion. Since we do not consider
the orbital uncertainty of Uranus in our simulation, the
complete geometry statistics of this potential encounter
cannot be reliably established. Thus, we will not fur-
ther interpret the encounter. Based upon that, during
the previous perihelion, all of the clones have rH < 8.5
au, within the region where planetary perturbations are
significant, we conclude that U3 is almost certain to be
a dynamically old comet. However, the observed activ-
ity at great heliocentric distances cannot be accounted
by any retained heat from the last apparition, because
its thermal timescale is at least an order of magnitude
shorter than the orbital period. It reinforces that there
is possibly no clear correlation between dynamical his-
tory of a comet and its activity level, in support of the
argument by Dybczyn´ski (2001).
4.5. Diversity in Ultra-Distant Comets?
Another ultra-distant comet we recently recognized is
K2, which was observed to be active at rH = 23.7 au
in prediscovery data (Jewitt et al. 2017; Meech et al.
2017; Hui et al. 2018). Although K2 and U3 are both
active at similar great heliocentric distance, their physi-
cal properties seem to be conspicuously distinguishable.
While the former has been exhibiting a nearly circularly
symmetric morphology since the discovery in mid 2017,
which suggests ejection of submillimetre-sized or larger
dust grains (Hui et al. 2018; Jewitt et al. 2019), the lat-
ter has been showing an obvious tail comprised of much
smaller particles since the earliest prediscovery obser-
vations from 2005-2006. Not only are the two comets
morphologically different, but they also exhibited dis-
similar activity trends while approaching the Sun: while
K2 has been almost steadily increasing its effective scat-
tering cross-section (Jewitt et al. 2019), U3 has shown
fluctuations thereof indicative of instabilities. Based on
our current knowledge, the most likely physical mecha-
nism that can continuously drive their distant activity
is sublimation of supervolatiles. Thus, our original ex-
pectation was that they would behave more or less alike
if they are not compositionally distinct. However, per-
plexingly, this is not the case. Hitherto we only have
several examples of ultra-distant comets. The existence
of these differences seem to suggest a diversity amongst
the population, which is possibly related to their birth-
places and evolutionary paths.
The hypothesis by Gundlach et al. (2015) that co-
hesion between particles at surfaces of a cometary nu-
cleus probably provides an explanation for why particles
smaller than submillimetre-sized have been held back
at K2, but it fails for U3, which apparently manages
to break this obstacle. In fact, even more disturbing
is that, for K2 at heliocentric distance rH > 10 au, ac-
cording to this hypothesis, the maximum ejectable grain
sizes for overcoming the nucleus gravity are nonetheless
smaller than the minimum ones for overcoming the co-
hesive forces between particles at the surface (Jewitt
et al. 2019). This means that one should not expect
any cometary activity due to sublimation at that great
heliocentric distance whatsoever, which clearly forms a
contradiction to the actual observations of K2. This
problem is even worse for U3, as the cohesion increases
as the dust grain size shrinks at the nucleus surface.
Obviously, there is still a lot to be understood about
how distant comets are active and whichever physical
mechanism is at play driving the cometary mass loss.
We thus strongly encourage future work on this subject.
5. SUMMARY
We conclude our analysis of comet C/2010 U3 (Boat-
tini) as follows:
1. The comet was observed to be active all the way
back to 2005 November 05 at an inbound helio-
centric distance of rH = 25.8 au, which is a new
record.
2. Despite the ultra-distant activity, we confidently
identify the comet as a dynamically old member
from the Oort cloud. The previous perihelion pas-
sage occurred at epoch −1.96 ± 0.04 Myr from
J2000, with barycentric q = 8.364± 0.004 au.
3. The observed morphology of the comet are in great
match with our Monte Carlo dust ejection models
in which the gravitational force due to the Sun,
Lorentz force and the solar radiation pressure force
are considered altogether. Simulations without in-
clusion of the Lorentz force cannot match the ob-
servations.
4. Dust grains of ∼10 µm in radius are observed,
which are ejected continuously at speeds of .50 m
s−1, consistent with sublimation of supervolatiles
such as CO or CO2. However, the observed ac-
tivity of the comet at WIYN is also likely re-
lated to crystallisation of amorphous water ice, as
this phase transition would have commenced at
rH & 11 au.
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5. We find that the comet showed fluctuations in the
effective scattering cross-section due to the two
outburst events around 2009 and early 2017. Our
estimated lower limit to the magnitude of the net
mass-loss rate is only
∣∣∣M˙∣∣∣ ∼ 1 kg s−1. In order to
suffice the activity, the nucleus radius is estimated
to be Rn & 0.1 km, if CO (or other ices of similar
volatility) is the dominant sublimating substance,
or CO2 from near subsolar points.
6. The general color of the comet is similar to those
of other long-period comets, and redder than that
of the Sun. Yet potential temporal variations are
observed. In the B − V wavelength interval, the
comet reddened at 10 < rH < 15 au, which coin-
cided with crystallisation of amorphous water ice,
if at all, but then gradually turned bluer and re-
stored the original color. In the V − R section,
the comet likely reddened at rH < 10 au.
7. With the available astrometry and our refined
measurements, a gravity-only orbital solution pro-
vides a satisfactory fit to the observational data;
we cannot detect any significant nongravitational
effects of the comet.
We thank Bill Ryan for providing remeasured astrom-
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the anonymous referee for a prompt review. Discus-
sions with David Jewitt and Yingdong Jia have greatly
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der contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. DF conducted this research at the Jet
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